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Concerns about war/terrorism/security remain the second most important issue at 17 per cent.

Nik Nanos, CTV News Pollster
@niknanos
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Scores on the Nanos Party Power Index for the two leading parties remain closer than they were over the summer and were unchanged in the
week over week tracking. The Index Score for the Liberals registered at 56 points out of 100, the Conservatives were at 53 points, the NDP at 50
points, the Green Party at 31 points and the BQ (Quebec only) at 27 points.
The Nanos Party Power Index methodology comprises a basket of political goods that includes ballot preferences, accessible voters, preferred PM
views and evaluations of the leaders. It is modeled similar to a standard confidence index.
On the preferred Prime Minister measure Conservative Leader Stephen Harper was the choice of 32 per cent of Canadians followed by Liberal
Leader Justin Trudeau at 29 per cent, NDP Leader Thomas Mulcair at 20 per cent, Green Leader Elizabeth May at three per cent and 15 per cent
were unsure.
RELATED STORIES
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Accessible voters for the parties also remained unchanged. A series of independent questions were asked
to gauge the accessible voters for each federal party. The Liberals have the largest potential upside with 55
per cent of Canadians who would consider voting Liberal.
Fortyfour per cent of Canadians would consider voting for the federal NDP, 43 per cent would consider
voting for the Conservatives, 26 per cent of Canadians would consider voting Green while in Quebec 34 per
cent of voters would consider voting the BQ.
Also of note, concerns about war/terrorism/security remain the second most important issue at 17 per cent,
four points behind jobs and the economy which is the most important unprompted issue of concern among
Canadians.
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Party Power Index: Nov. 26
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The latest Nanos data is based on random phone interviews with 1,000
Canadians, using a four-week rolling average of 250 respondents each
week. The random telephone survey is accurate within 3.1 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.
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MORE STORIES FROM POLITICS
UPDATED Michael Sona must wait in jail for decision on bail
bid
Ottawa posts $400M surplus for September
52 First Nations could lose funding for failing to report finances
PMappointed gov't employee remained on payroll despite links
to illegal fundraising
P.E.I. NDP push for election after spring budget
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PM pledges $500M to vaccinating
kids worldwide
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